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ABSTRACT 
We shall consider an alternative way to generate bootstrap distribution. 
The key tool to generate our bootstrap distribution is found in Bernstein’s 
polynomial approximation theorem. 
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1 . Main Results. Suppose that the random variable X takes on the M 
M 
distinct finite values zi, i.e. p{X =zi} ＝九三o,i=l，…， M and ~ Pi=l. 
Then, if {) is a parameter associated with X, it may be written as 
。＝｛）（ρ）＝O(z,p)
where P= （ρl，…，hr) and z= (z1，…，ZM). 
We shall fix z and regard (} as a function of p (cf. Jaeckel, 1972), and we 
shall consider the bootstrap estimate of O(p) and its variance by utilizing a 
(1) This manuscript was prepared while the author was a member of the Mathe-
matics Department at Boston University. 
(2) For the definition of bootstrap estimate, we refer the reader Freedman et al. 
(1978)' p. 342. 
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version of Bernstein’s polynomial approximation theorem. For the later 
references, we state the version without proof (cf. Feller, 1971, p. 245). 
Lemma 1. Letムxbe the M dimensional simplex, 
M 
~M= {t;ti二三0,~ tj=l}. 
If u(t) is contiouous in t己ムιthenas N→∞ 
）??
?
（? ( I NM¥( N ¥ M IV 
u(t) = LJ'uドー…一一）（ ) IiWi十o(l)
¥N” N 八五1,・・, NM-1 i司 1
uniformly in tξムM, where 2J’means the sum with respect to al Ni ’s for 
M 
which Ni二三O,i=l, .. ,Af and ~ N;=N, and 
( N )= －立！－
NI, ・， NM N1! .・NM! 
Remark 1. If u(t) is twice totally differentiable with finite second order 
partial derivatives in some region containingムM・ Then, by Taylor’s theorem 
and Schwarz’s inequality, it is not difficult to prove that o(l) term is 
N-10(1) as N→oo, where 0(1) is independent of N. Especially, if u(t) is 
linear, then 0(1）三0for each Nミ：1.
Let X1, ・，xnbe i. i. d. random variables with the same distribution as 
X, and lJ（ゐbethe bootstrap estimate ofθ（p). Here‘we have set 
P= CP1, . , PM），み＝n-'｛特 ofXj=zi} }=l，…，n, 
i=l，…，M. Note that n•P is distributed as multinomial clistrib凶 onwith 
parameter p, i. e. 
(2) np～Mult.(p). 
Lemma 2. If 0 is continuous function of ρξムιthenas n→oo, uniformly 
in PE~M 
(3) Ep｛θ（め）＝θ（ρ〉十o(l)
and 
(4) Varp{O（め｝=o(l). 
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Moreover, if D is twice totally differentiable with finite second order 
partial derivatives, then as n→oo uniformly in pεllx 
(5) n・Varp｛θくめ｝=vOくめ［P-pヤJvocρ）T十o(l),
where voeρ） is the gradient vector, P is the M ＞くMdiagonal matrix with 
the (i, i)th element Pi, i = 1，…，M and T denotes the transpose. 
Proof. By (2) 
Ep{fJ(P)} = ~＇ 8（ム，ム）（ n ）子 P7i.
¥ n n ／＼ηl ， ・・，nxli国 1 ． 
From (1), (3) follows immediately. The proof of (4) is sim.ilar. To prove (5), 
note that 
η・Varp{O（声〉｝
／ 、／判、 M
三n2J’｛O（ごL，…，ごι）－8（ρl，…，Px)}2( " ) 甘H包
¥ n n 1 'n1 ・・, nxt i=l -
Expanding D( ~ . _!!_ J about p, the right hand side becomes 
¥ n” n J 
rM〆、〆、／、r ／刊・ ¥ a ／押・ ＼／ ＼ n2J'{2J （~－ P· ）一一O(P)+Li 2J(_l_-Pd（－竺L-pi)li = 1 ¥ n 1 I a pi i j ¥ n I ¥ n ) 
;:i2 1 21 n ¥ M 
ーと－fJ（ρ＊）f ( 一 jτρfi, 
oPioPi J ¥n,, ・・, nM/ i=l ’ 
where p* is the intermediate point. Since the covariance matrix of np is 
n〔P－ρTp],we have as n→∞ 
n• Varp{O（声〉｝三二vD(p)[P-pTpJvD(p)T十o(l)
uniformly in pεAx. The proof of the opposite inequality is slightly more 
complicated, but similar to the above. 
Remark 2. If D is linear, then for each PE.Ax 
(3）’ Ep{O（多〉｝＝θ（P) for al n~l, 
that is θ（め isan unbiased estimator for θ（P). 
In what follows, we assumeθis twice totally differentiable with finite 
second order partial derives and investigate a way to estimate n• Varp{O(p)}. 
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Except for the fortunate circumstances, the bootstrap estimate vθ（め〔P-
pTpJvoc戸）1'of lim n• Varp{tJ（戸）} is difficult to calculate (at least we should 
n→∞ 
know the form of v&(p)). In order to avoid this difficulty, Efron (1979, 
1982) proposed to using “bootstrap distribution，＇’ which is proved to be a 
nice and easy way to approximate the bootstrap estimate of variance. We 
shall, however, consider an alternative method of approximation. 
Since Ep{&Cめ－tJ (p)} 2 :: Var p { f}（め｝, we may approximate the variance 
of fJ（主） by {8（め－8（ρ）}2. Now given p, {fJ（め－8（ρ）} 2 is a continuous 
function of ρ. By Lemma 1 itfollows that as N→∞ 
(6) { 8 (p) -8 (p)} 2 = V N (p, p）十o(l)
[ "' ( Ni Nn ¥)2( N ¥ M VN(P ， ρ）＝ 2j’ ~f}(p）－（｝トー…一一 )f ( ) I「Pfv'l ¥N” N )J ¥Ni, ・・・NM/ i哩 1where 
This suggests us to estimate Var p { ()（声）｝ by VN(p,p), the bootstrap estimate 
of VN(P, p). Moreover, by Lemma 2, it follows that as N→∞ 
(7) N・VN(P,P） → vfJ(p）〔ρ－pTpJvo (p) 7' 
Hence, we may approximate the bootstrap estimate of Varp｛θ（め｝ by 
〈〈目！ ,r (Ni NM¥ A 1 ~／ N ¥ M 
(8) n-1N・ VN（ρ，p)=n 2j ~θト一一…一一一 ）－ B(p) f ( ）寸Pi'l ¥ N ” N) J ¥Ni, ・，NM/i-1 
for some N 
Now, it may be interesting to consider the meaning of VN(P, p). This 
may be thought of a weighted mean of the squared deviation {8（戸＊）－｛｝（p）｝ヲ，
where B(P*) is the bootstrap estimate of O(P) based on the resampled data 
X'{, ・ ・ ,X;; from X 1, • • ・, X n- This is almost the same method as Efron' s,but 
we use the different weight which seems to be more natural (see (6)). 
2. Concluding Remarks. In practice, the problem of our method is the 
amount of calculatipns needed to calculate VN（戸，p). For example, with 
M =N =20, it has over 6. 9 billoin terms in it. So we had better use Efron's 
method in most of the practical problems; for it may be viewed as an 
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approximation to n-1N・Viv-(P,p). On the other har 
“consistant”estimator of vfJ cめ〔ρ－pTpJvocめT,and it would give us some 
alternative method to inquire asymptotic properties of bootstrap estimators 
As to the general X, we may apply Bernstein’s theorem to the contin・ 
uous function 
u(t, F, G) ＝θ（1-t)F十tG) O三t三1
where () is a statistical functional, and F and G aredistri.bution functions. 
An alternative method to estimate the influence funetion of θis now under 
study and will appear elsewhere. 
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